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High Plains Museum 
Scavenger Hunt 

 

Object: To complete each challenge listed. 

 

Rules: 

I. Obey traffic laws and posted regulations. 

II. Be safe and responsible. 

III. Return when completed to the High Plains Museum. 

IV. To complete each challenge you must take a photograph. 

V. Can be done in teams or individually. 

 

WHERE AM I? 
 

 I have had the names of Crystal, Lyric, 

Only, and Gem. My first show at my new 

and final location was “Tramp, Tramp, 

Tramp” and you can buy worms, a pickle 

and a coke here.  

 I was built in 1931 on the street where 

musicals happen. Here one can get your 

taxes paid, visit the 4-H office and see a 

jury. 

 I am named after a flying doctor and have a 

restaurant. In the 1950’s lots of people came 

through me but now I offer services to pilots of 

all sorts.  

 My namesake comes from a man who 

served the community. Here kings and 

queens are crowned and lots of towns come 

through my doors.  

 

 

 I am a reproduction of a large gift from the 

French in 1886.  While my right hand holds 

a torch by left hand holds a book.  Unlike 

the original I am made of something that 

can be found in yards, which coincidently 

is where I can be found.   

 I have been open for business for over 100 

years in Goodland.  On part of my outside 

building is left a relic from the old pool hall 

that used to be there.  Come and see my 

comfy stock that reaches from your head to 

your toes.   

 While no longer functioning I am the last of 

my type of architecture from the 1930s in 

Goodland. People used to stop at me on the 

main drag in town and feed their cars.  


